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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter discusses some related literatures concerning the topic of this 

study. The issues that are discussed include definition of public speaking, error 

analysis, definition of error, the sources of errors, and types of errors. 

2.1 Public Speaking 

According to Fulcher (2003), “Speaking is the verbal use of language to 

make an interaction with others.” People need to speak to each other in order to 

communicate, they speak almost everyday because in order to become a good 

person, we need to talk or socialize with others on frequently basis. Speaking is a 

condition when a person communicates with other people by producing words or 

sentences. In learning English at school or even college, there is a speaking 

activity that we will experience as a student, it is Public Speaking. 

According to Jaffe (2001: 2), “Public speaking is a condition where one 

person that is the speaker prepares and delivers a speech or certain information to 

a group of people that listens and the audiences usually do not interrupt the 

speakers when they are delivering their topic/ideas”. On the other hand, Kearney 

(1996) defines that public speaking is a special kind of communication event and 

is commonly more formal, planned and organized than any other communication 

exchange.” From those opinions, the researcher thinks that they have a bit of 

similar idea towards public speaking. Both theories stated that public speaking is 

speaking/delivering information in front of group of people or audiences. But 

actually public speaking is more than just speaking in public. The researcher also 
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thinks that public speaking is more than just speaking in front of group of people. 

It is a speaking activity that has its own purpose which to deliver certain 

information or topic and is usually required formal situation. For the speakers, 

they should know what they are going to say later when performing the speaking. 

As those reasons, the speaker has to plan and organize their speech well before 

delivering the speech later so that the audiences can get the information delivered 

by the speaker. 

2.2 Error Analysis 

 Error analysis is an activitiy that is mostly used to reveal errors commited 

by the second of foreign learners whether it is in writing or speaking. Error is an 

unavoidable part of language learning. Brown (2000) states that learner‟s error has 

been used by the researcher as data for research. He says that these data are 

important in developing an understanding in Second Languange. Research is 

needed to analyze the error made by students  in the process of constructing 

language system thoroughly. In the process of language learning, we will not 

know what  correct is without making errors. In order to know what the correct is, 

we need to make error first.  

Errors  found by the researcher  need to be analyzed carefully because it can 

make the students to do self-correcting and can help them understand the process 

of language acqusition better. Brown (2000) states that decreasing the errors is 

important for increasing language skill. He also states the accomplishment of 

communicative fluency is the main goal of learning second language. Thus, the 

errors can be very useful for the students in order to improve the students‟s 

acquisition of second language, so it is for the lecturer or teacher.  
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2.3 Error 

When we learn a new language or try to speak a certain language that is not 

our first language, we will normally make an error. Making error is normal, 

because that means we are progressing in acquiring the knowledge. In order to 

analyze learner language in an appropriate perspective,  it is important that we 

know what error is. According to Ellis (1997: 142), “Error reflects gaps in 

learner‟s knowledge; they occur because because the learner does not know what 

is correct.” These errors occur repeteadly when we try to learn a new language 

because every language system run differently, each of them has their own rules. 

Meanwhile, Brown (2001) states that error is a noticeable deviation from the adult 

grammar of native speaker. That means error is an aberration in learner‟s grammar 

or speaking, and it can be noticed by the the teacher once it appears. He also states 

that error reveals a portion of the learner‟s competence in that target language that 

they are studying about. Based on that statement, the researcher concluded that 

students‟s competence or skills can be known by seeing how often they make the 

error. 

 

2.4 Sources of Errors 

Error actually is not hard to identify, teacher usually can identify the error 

made by their students since they probably have mastered the knowledge or know 

the knowledge very well. In language learning especially speaking skills, error 

occurs to students a lot of times. The students  keep making errors because they 

are still unaware with the correct knowledge yet. However, the teachers still have 

some diffuculties when it comes to identify errors.  Because of the sources that 

influence the errors are often different. One student may have different cause of 
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the error, so are that are made by other students. Brown (2000) explains that there 

are three sources of errors experienced by students which are divided into:  

 

1. Interlingual Transfer 

Interlingual transfer is the error happened because of the interference of the 

mother tongue. According to Brown (2000:224), “The beginning stages of 

learning a second language are especially vulnerable to interlingual transfer from 

the native language, or interference.” From that statement, the researcher can 

conclude that our first language (mother tongue) is always going to affect or 

interfere us when we try to learn a new language. For instance, if the students 

construct a sentence, they will make error unconsciously by simplifying the 

second language with their first language construction. Richards (1974) also states 

that before the learner start learning their second language, their mother language 

is the only language system they know and they can draw from.  

Furthermore, Safura & Suriadi (2018) say that the cause of interlingual 

transfer error made by students is because of  lack of knowledge or understanding 

about their target language. They said that the students often looked up from 

his/her mother tongue‟s structure or word due limited knowledge about their 

target language. So, they eventually will apply their first language structure into 

their target language structure as well since it is the only language system they 

mastered. An example of interlingual error : 

1. Indonesian speaker tells something that was happened in past event. For 

example; “we went to beach yesterday”. In this sentence, the speaker 

forgets to add article “the” before beach. This is considered as interlingual 
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transfer because of the speaker‟s mother language influence since in 

Bahasa Indonesia article is not used, (Hervina, 2014). 

The utterance above is an example of error that happens because of 

interlingual transfer. Thus, the researcher interprets that interlingual transfer 

happens because of the negative influence of the learner‟s mother tongue (first 

language) and the reason why it is called as interlingual transfer, it should be 

analyzed by comparing the learner‟s mother tongue to their second language 

construction.  

2.   Intralingual transfer  

Intralingual transfer is negative transfer of items within the features of the 

target language that the learners are learning about. Intralingual transfer or also 

called overgeneralization often occurs when the learner is still in the process of 

acquiring the knowledge of their target language. Brown also states that 

intralingual transfer is a major source of error in second language learning. It can 

been illustrated in such utterance as “He goed to school”, it is using “goed” 

instead of saying “went” and like “I don‟t know what time is it”, the speaker tries 

to make a statement but end up asking question. Those are few examples of  

utterances that are illustrated as intralingual transfer. Brown also states that 

intralingual transfer is a major factor in second language learning. As statement 

above, the researcher concludes that intralingual transfer occurs because of items 

that have been overgeneralized by the learners, like adding items that should not 

have been there in the first place, missing of an item, using wrong form of the 

structure and misplacing certain item. The reason it occurs can also because of the 

difficulty of the second language that the learner studies about, too. 
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2. Context of Learning 

The third source is context of learning. It overlaps both types of transfer. 

The “context” here refers to social situation; a classroom with its teacher and its 

materials in the case of learning. It can be concluded that the occurance of this 

source can be explained because of misleading explanation from the teacher, 

faulty presentation of a structure or word in textbook, or even because of pattern 

that was rotely memorized in a drill but improperly contextualized. For example, 

two vocabulary items presented continuously, the word „point at‟ and „point out‟. 

The learners might go through misleading definition or misleading word due to 

the  incorrect information told by the teacher. Thus, the researcher can conclude 

that context of learning is source of error that happened because of the learner‟s 

social situation;  the person that the learner get the knowledge from and where the 

learner acquire the knowledge at. 

 

2.5 Types of Grammatical Errors 

In order to find out the types of grammatical error that made by English 

Learners at Alifia Camp, the researcher need to classify the errors into several 

categories first. Ellis (1997:17-18) proposed grammatical errors into several 

characteristics; misformation, misorder, omission & overgeneralization. Learner 

may omit necessary items or add unnecessary ones; they may misform items or 

misorder them. Four characteristics of grammatical errors above will be explained 

more detailed as follows: 

a. Omission error; an absence of an item in a sentence. 

Example:  
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1. The learners forget to put article “a” or “the” and leaving out „s‟ or 

“es” from plural nouns 

2. Padang has many beautiful tourism object. In this sentence, there is no 

“s” at the end of word “object”. The error is omission of „s‟ because 

the utterance said many, so it is plural.  

b. Overgeneralization; overusing the grammatical form in a sentence. 

Example: 

1. Putting a preposition when it is not needed 

2.  Adding “ed” (past tense signal) to irregular verbs. The example is the 

use of “eated” instead of the V3 form “ate”. 

c. Misformation error; it is characterized by the use of the wrong form of the 

structure. Using wrong words  also characterized as misformation. 

Example:  

1. Using one grammatical form in place of another grammatical form 

2. Mispelling the word 

3. Failing to select appropriate word. 

4. Using wrong form of verbs, adjectives, or nouns. 

d. Misordering error; it is characterized by failing to put words or sentences 

in correct order. That means this error occurs when they put the sentences 

or words in wrong arrangement or order. 

Example: 

1. Incorrect placement of adjectives, nouns or verbs. 

2.  In this utterance “ Do you know who is he?” 
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The utterance is incorrect because there is misordering word (the words 

are not in correct arrangement). So, the correct sentence is Do you know 

who he is?. 


